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FOREWORD

The. EducationelCOncepts and .Evaluation Work Unit Area:of-the Army
geeeardh Institute (AR1)-performs.research and development, in- areas of
educational technology wial.appliCabily to military -- training: Of

apecial interest isresearCh in the area of largeScale,..cOMpOter-beied[
instructional System*. _Development and implementation Of such systems
is seenas a solution to such current Army training probleris asshortages
of ;qualified instructor-personnel,-student populations -of widely varying

.abilities, and'increased training Poste.

Technological advances ih7cOMPuter technology now make it poisi
to use sophisticated.graphics.techniques in the instructional proce s.
Althougarit has been asstmed that such techniques will improve
ing effectiveness, scientific:evidence does not consistently,4port.
this vi,100 int This paper-is the result of'the.first phase' of an in-
house research and exploratory project investigating the effectiveness
of instructional graphics in computer-based instructional systems.

The effort was initiated in the Unit Training.and Evaluation Sys -
tens .Technical Area in response to the requirements of. Army Project '
2Q763731A762, "ComPuter Administered Instruction," FY 1975 Work Program,'
and was continued under Army Project 2Q762717A764, "Automated Educatioz-
al-Technology-;and'TrainingSimulation," FY 1976:Work-Program. The work
unit area has since'been transferred to the Educational Technology and
Simulation Technical Area of-AtiI.

EPH ER
Technical Director



THE EDUCATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS OF:GRApHIC.DISPLAYS FOR-COMPUTER-ABSIAtEL

INSTRUCTION

BRIEF

Requirement:

..

, To determine the current state-of-the=art fOr the use of gap::
in the'instructional process and to'specify,criticaFreSem=ch gaps
ticularly with respect to' computer graphiCs'.

Procedure:

I
A., review of the -literature related to the use of ihstruct:_on, qr,arth-

. "ics was -Conducted. Research findings were,analyied in terms of 't1 i, .*wee
jto which they did or did'uOt Support theoretical assumptions amd pr.,woall-

- ti-ons%concerpingtheinstructiOnal value otgraphits.
. -l. , ';,, .-

,4 ,_.

Th6reAs,cohsidetable qUestion as to the instructional effec-tiess
U

Pffi4411tliCS IiIPV0n0410 Given the cost o_ f graphics relative to ltes.-*, grb..

phiatiCated brebentAtions, a,Substantial.effort should be directs ra

! .tpecifying4he conditians:AnWhiCh'graphics-,may be-effectivelf ea.
Th'reemajotators'Subgtantially,influence the effeCtiveness of .s:

task requ'iremetts',- sebject-matter content, and learner character

. A

l. P 4
.

,.. -' U .. 4.47 a

Titilizakcin of Findings:1

This review ieOlted'in an sin-house plan to empirically exaa'
%:'structionat,graphics through a series of experiments using a rari.,
tasks, _tubleczt,Matteri,and,measured student-charadteristics typi
encountered in an u15, training environment.

, ,
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. THE EDUMTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS JF GRAPHIC DISPLAY
'COMPUTER ASSIST=0 INSTRUCTION

INTROCTJCTION

"tie impact of :emn, tars on the .=.tucational community cam- the last 5
yenself-evidemm. yen the casual observer cannot fai ,z note the

substianmial increase ir rie number of-- articles, journals, .

-.T.mali=ations, and brochures devoted to computer -oamed instruc-
e4Cli;.1 It is hard:- s==ising that the military, with its -s.avy-commit-

7= education amt' 77'44ning, has been among the leaderg Ln the evalua-
n and development .enmputer instruction. 'The extent of this effort
heen well=docunent.-d ,e

1974)..

ewhere and is not addressed in `-iris report
_tarter, 1975; Rich Va

.
t iSsurprisir, :- However, is that a survey of the Arms; training
shments a greater degree of optimism among - potential

us of computer ins7 =don than among members of the- research community
(Sheen, 1976). In Shetren found that the usersAm..1m, faculty and
staff of Army trainir,7 ..cganizations) anticipate that operatinnal imple-
meration Of comput in the instructional setting will occ-:ir much earlier
thaz- the time foreca by the research and development community. his
dig:_zmapancy may'exis- ifpcause those engaged in research and development
rec..nize that the it ,tial.financial investment required for computer-based
imsmmuctipn is.likelv to be substantial. In addition, the conditions under
wticT-. computer instfmzmion can enhance training effectiveness remain to be
ancorate4hdetermina:,

The introduction of a new technology requires a careful reassessment
of the relationship netween cost and expected gains in performance resu:t-
ing from the technology. In the case of computers, this reassessment is
especially difficult, because certain of the capabilities uniquely pro-
vided by computers permit the7ihtroduction of, techniques pfevioUsly ims
possible oreven unknown. Although the nerforMance,value gained by using
these unique capabilities has never been evaluated,, they are most likely
to be most costly.; This papeer is concerned with one'of these capabili-
ties, specifically the ability to rapidly generate and modif.7 sophisti-1
cated.graphic displays. This capability is of particular interest when
the computer is directly employed to present'instructional material-- .

computer-assisted instruction (CAI).

1- 'Computer-based instruction is the generic term encompassing the use of
'the computer for the administration, management, and presentation of
instfuction.

1
#.1
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Ithe emphasis on CAI display capabilities I. nct purihr arbitrary.
One of the major costs of CAI is that of the ir.%;utoutput devices, i.e.,
student/instructor terminals. _The best estimate we nave is that, for a
multiterminal CAI system,-approximately 50* of- 7te initial-Investment is
for the terminals and supportive software to drlve them. Moreover, a
major factorin terminal cost is the degree of slay sophistication
required. Hence, the decisionmaker concerned allocating resources
in the development of a CAI system must careful_ detePmine the is lay
requirements of the system. 'The following succ:.7ctly summarize=
situation:

H. . . questions to consider are: Will trie user need to por-
tray motion graphically? Is high accuracy f tma drawing needed?
Are highly complex rotation and size changeA,requiredon a
continuous basis? If the answer to all of 'nese.is yes, t::Ier,

an elaborate and rather costly system' is acuired.- But as
°the-user is willing to relax each of these r.l.quirements,
-.lower cost results" (Computer Decisions, ., D. 41).

The problem for the decisionmaker, then, apnea-s straightforward:
Specify the system goals, determine the syste characteristics LCat meet
these goals, and then specify the hardware/sc:=tware requirements that

these characteristics. The problem is easily stated but lot so
. easily accomplished.

In terms of Army training, the system grals are usually t-r-&. training
objectives. A criticalassumption is that th- ob-ctives are meaningful.
and have geen evaluated in an acceptable manner. If the system objectives
do not relate to desired performance then, cr cou-7-2, the system will be
ineffective. Fortunately for, eduOation and trainingresearch, the re-
searcher may develop principles, in terms Of,generbarlv stat objectives
or tasks, in.parallei witih the'Speerticatign of Ob:a2f.ives ems of
specific behaviors or tasks.

Leaving.the question -of determining system characteristics until
last, consider the question of specifying the =-hardware/software require
ments that provide desired system characteristics. This problem is rela-

1

tively easy-to solve,-as the literature abOUnds in relevant information'
(Colson, Freemg, Mathews, Stettler, 1974; Kuehn,, 1966; Machover, 1966;
Miller, 1969; Wgitzmail, 1973).. AlthOugh much of this work deals with
performance rather than,trining systems, such a distinction poses no
difficulty at,a molar level of specification.

Finally, consider the determination of system characteristics. It
is here that serious problems may exist. A major activity of 'educational
research is to provide the data upon which to base decisions regarding
'those characteristics necessary to achieve system goals. To-the extent
that these data exist and are sufficient, the specification of system
characteristics will be a relatively easy task. On the other Lhand,"if
the data are insufficient, an area needing further research has been de-
fined. As was stated earlier, a major cost of a CAI system is for the

0
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terminal. _=luding special software). This coat in turn is, to a large
extrnt, 3 fl,,-Ttion of the graphics capability'regtired. Therefore, dt._
'Wou).d b -.:.-±12a..for the CAI system designer to be able to determine

1. T'h egree.to-which a graphics capability will enhance instruc-
ti=nal effectiveness and

. 2. If graphics are desirable, the leVel of sophistication

Un.fortunately,
formation necessary

required.

if the following quotations are any indication, the-in-
to answer these questions is less than satisfactory.

Unfortunately, research has.not yielded data permitting sweep-
ing generalizations-about media. . . Consequently, good Audg-
me=t must be.used in planning just how to accothplish each
instructional event for the lesson plan (Gagne & Briggs, 1974,
p- 151).

1'.7 relative effectiveness of alphanumeric versus graphic dis-
plays in communicating efficiently, facilitating learning,.
and promoting long term retention should receive more inves-
tigation (Rigney & Lutz, 1974, p. 1).

Despite existing folklore to the effect that one picture is
worth a thousand words, there is little in the way of scien-
tific data to support such a contention (Haygood, Leshowitz,
& Parkinson, 1974, p. 1)..('

Although many'of us feel that pictorial information is and
shoUld be extremely important to the learning process,
nevertheless, when it comes to. using graphic capabilities in
instruational.situatiOns we seeth.ofteh to proceed in bumbling
fashion, relying entirely on-individual intuition' (Bork &
Leahy, 1976, p. 3).

Clearly, there,,is.little in_ the preceding lquotations to encourage
the decisionmaker. -Tfiis ga, in the state -of- the -art., prompts bdth'the
subject matter and the title of this report. The remainder of the report
consists of three sections.' Part one, the major portion. reviews the
literature to date on the instructional effectivenesp o graphics, includ
ing the special problemof individual differences. The second part brief-
lydiecusses CAI research with graphics,, and the third portion suggests
a framework for future research.

WHERE ARE WE ?.

In an attempt to organize the literature on instructional graphics,
two things become apparent. First, there ib an.implicit assumption'that
graphics increase the effectiveness of instruction; and second, there are
a number of contentions as to the reasons fOr this effectiveness: Hence,,

. .



the literature that'follaws is organized on the basis of what might lo e-
ly be called theoretical predispositions.- These positions range from on-
tentions that intrinsic cues promote perceptual efficiency to emphasi on
extrinsic motivational-factors. The rationale for-each-positipn is- s ated,
-the-Iiterature relevant to the position reviewed, and a brief summary pro-
vide&to-ind&cate tow well the literature supports the position.

- Throughout the literature, developers of pictorial stimuli, variously
reason that vi gals are effective because (a) they are perceived more efi-.
ficiently.l'(b) they are realistic, (c) students prefer them, (d) they un-
burden overloa d channels, (e) perceptual research has shown individual ',

differences .in isual ability to be an important variable, and (f) visuals
are part of a arger, more advanced instructional system. Experiments-de-
signed,in part to verify these explanations Have failed to support them,.
as will be seen in -the following sections df- this review. The literature
related to each of these rationales is discussed_in turn.-

Perceptual Efficiency

The belief that visuals are perceiVed more readily relates to the
idea that they are intrinsically better communicators and will be remem-
bered longer because they proVide referents. The concept of the intrin-
sic value of visuals is rather complex, but in essence it implies that
pictures are,perceived, encoded, decoded, and stored more naturally than
are visual or auditory presentations-of verbal stimuli (Paivio, 1969);
hence the assumption that-the perceptual or cognitive superiority of.pic-
torial stimuli should facilitate learning: if visuals are perceived More
readily than alphanumerics, they should be better teaching devices.

Eye Movement Patterns. Eye movement patterns have been identified in
several studies (Brandt, 1948; Faw & Nunnally, 1967; Hess, 1965; Mackworth
& Morandi, 1967). Subjects tend to fixate on complex areas'of photdgraphs
where lines 'contour sharply (Mackworth & Morandi, 1967). However, com-
plexity does not assure fixation. When two pictures containing attributes
of'complexity, novelty; and pleasantness are presented simultaneously,.
subject fixation increases primarily with degrees of pleasantness "(Faw &-
Nunnally, 1967). These and ether studies, particularly Hess' (1965) pu-
pil dilation measurement; suggest that the subject matter of pictorial
aterial, not its phySical Rroperties alone, influences the stimuli tor

ighich the learner attends.

There is some evidence that attending to stimuli more readily does
not automatically assure more learning. For example, Ryan and. Schwartz
(1956) measured recognition time with atachistoscope, believing that,
"An illustration which required a lOng'perception time milst.cohtain con-
fusing 'CT conflicting elements. and therefore'is less directly relevant
to its purpose" (p. 60). They manipulated three 'types of pictorial
content- -hand, electrical knife, and steam engine cutaway--using four

'types of pictorials--phOtographg, shaded drawings, line drawings, and
cartoons. They found that line drawings require significantly longer

4 1,0
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and cartoons significantly'shortertime'to be Identified. Each .stimulus
had also'been presented in several different dimension-poses. 'A 'signifi-
tant\post/Object interaction occurred (reminiscent of the !many content4mode
interactions cited in the literature). Resea'rchers concerned with instruc-
tional e festiveness rather tha perceptual-efficiency report opposite
findings wyer, 1968a, 1968c). ' .

Along similar theoretical lines, Rogeri (1970) presented subjects,
with both highly al-lit-e-fativ-d and HOnalliterative alphanneric.disptays,
believing that alliteration from one word wouldactA's
the Otherin a paired associate learning paradigmi S

that until sdb5ects were advised (in aWritten 'expla
alliteration to-their aOliantagefikliterattion did no
prove learning.

cue for earning.
found, 'how er,

ation) to use the
significantly

Color Perception.'/Frerhaps.the clearest indicatio that ease of per-
,

ception is not sufficient to facilitate learning is' th research done
using color. As,Brandt (1948) pointed out, color draws attention., Moire-

over,'visual acuity may be enhanced by thejuxtaposition of chromatic and
achromatic stimuli; dimensionality. may be conveyed by -having two colors
lie adjacent to each other, and they will mos.4 likely be perceived in two
different planes;.and color.may be the - major cue in.,the determination of
the size, distance, and weight of the stimuli (Payne, 1964). Researchers
who have attempted to enhance their-instructional programs by adding color
have been lafgely unsuccessful (DWyer, 1968a, 1968d, 1968f). There are
undoubtedly'conditionsiin which color can be used as an effective instruc
tional cue; nevertheless, the mere addition of color as an attention-
getting mechanism'does not guarihtee instructional effectiveness.

Pictures and Associations. The idea that picturesact as referents,
that they are-able to be 'absorbed as one hermetic'unit, and that this ma-
terial can later be reconstructed and, decoded, is persistent in the educa-
tionhl literature (Arnheim1972; Dwyer, 1972). Exp.riments addressing -.
these propositions, howeVeu, have'shown that a behaviorist view of learning
from pictures'by some sortof'Thorndike-stamped -in association is simplis-
tic and o dated. In two unusual exAiments, Ketcham and Heath (1962,
411i1963)ta students using audiotapeand-Slides: One group jibm slides
that related to the topic material, while another saw slides that were
not relevant.' A third group (audiotape only).acted as a control. Results
indicated that the nonrelevant slide presentation did facilitate memory
for the topiC material better than audiotape only, although not as well
as the relevant slide presentation. Likewise, the associations made to .
pictures are more complex than the"ashociatikre value of pictures' imf-
plies (Deno, Johnson, & Jenkins',. 1968;-' Otto, 196g; WOrth,%1968)., .When

presented with either a list of words or sus esaive pictorial stimuli to
Which subjects were asked to make nonlabelin associations, a greater sial:.
ilarity was found to/exist between! thel,res uses made to the,Words (which
were independent).thgn between the responses madeto a word 4nd.the pic-
ture to Which it referred (Deno et-hl.; 1960).

.,a.,.,
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Worth (1968)', using Osg661's Semantic' Differential (Osgood
Tannenbaum, 195.7),'found that manipulation of the elements with.-
ture affecte its interpretation. Students tended to integrate
withIp a picture- into a-Unified theme, the number of-- theses Inc]
elemAnts became more dissimilar. ' 'Otto' ( -1968) also found that p.

their verbaikdesdriptiors elwked;` lititivel9 di ferentrespons!
sponses varying according to wh cat:gory the belonged. Gar]

found that carefully derived sets of data, rated by a compul
tiohing under a stochastic model of human response behavior in
fication scheme for six physics 4ords,Such as "velocity" and "au
produced only moderate to low correlation with actual human rgs]
Although it ' appears, that pictures can act as referents, the con(
under which they .4o so have not yet been delineated. Hence, the
tional effectiveness of the associational value Of pictures reme
determined.

,

Recognition: Audi versus Pictorial. The, nature of the
employed considerabli, affects the relatioP between sensory moda]
encoding efficiency (Ingersoll, 1970; Jensen, 1971)-. For Tamp]
nition tasks that require the subject to monitor astimuluS have
tionally found thathruditory'itimuli are more accurately deteOtE
are visual stimuli . Morem;er, if the dependent measure is respc
tency, the auditory stimuli are responded to more quickly than a
visual stimuli (Jensen, 1971). 'Some theorists interpret these x
indatiire of a primary auditory coding mechanism; visual inputs
fir gt be transformed into this'audit?ry code, hence the longer r
atency: Similarly, female students who were required to count

ncy of- oncoming stimuli that. were grouped both successively a
eously (totAing1,0419.2 decisions pert subject) processed the a

stimulus (a sharp click) mope effectively than the visual (a fla
he tactile (pressure to the forefinger) when the stimuli were p
successively. As speed.Of transmission increased, visual -and to
accuracy'decreased sharply (Reese, Robinson, Stevenson, & Volkma
(Ingersoll (T970), however, indicated that the ability to .process
llimuli more efficiently may vary among subjects. He:first Prat
subjects for preferred recall. Bubjects who displayed preferred
recall remembered'significantly Mbre auditory messages, whereas

'.who displayed preferred visual recall performed better with visu
li. In addition, auditory recall exhibited'a recency effect, wh

-sual reoall exhibited a primady..effect. Thus, ease of perceptio
torial stimuli appears to'be situation-specific and varies with
differences.

Recognition and Recall: Verbal versus Pictorial.-.Recognit
pictures is somewhat better than recognition'of alphanumerics why
types are judged as new or old (Previouslypresented) (Spodgrass
Finkelstein, & Goldberg, 1974).: Presenting successive stimuli, 1

ers have found visual redogition to be highly accurate even undo
tions of "noise" (blurred or sketchy presentations) (Day & Beach
Magne and Parknas (1963), using either pictorial, or alphanumekic
presented successively, required the subje s to indicate change!

6 _2



plant structufe (roots, etc.) Subjects who were both taught and tested
by the:Picioial, method performed significantly. better than those in-the
three remaining combinations., Day-and .Beach's (1950) rebtilts were similar,
indicating that pictorial stimuli produced significantly better free recall
than verbal stimuli. ':Although there is evidencethat-learners.apeable to
.extract detailed information frompictures, it seems likely.that(.the Supe-'
riority of pictures is.evidenced only for recognition paradigms., Using a
recallparadigm,TBeraan, Zimmerman, and Ferg (1911) presented numerical,
pictorialand alphanumeric stimuli, variously grouped and displayed,on'
Slides, wieh four to seven slides Kesented seriallY: -11.heir."fifth7grade
subjects did nbt remember any ohe of the three types Of stimuli gigni4-
cantly better than any other, des ne grouping. It appears that'the--
choice of esponse measure subst tially influences the effeCtiveness.of
the graph presentation manipulated.

I

Delayed Recall: When testing is delayed, -the results of some of the
loove experiments change. For example, Jensen's experiMent44971)usig
delayed recall testing, indicatd that.the.visulaa-,mode was significanttY
.r,0511feotivethdifPtche auditory mode,- with a significant time delaiby.,
mode interaction. Similarly, 'using both children' and adults,;4ard and

..Nags(197.4). determined. that color significantly faCilltatedretrieval of
information that had been initially presentedah.black and white. Not-
Surprisingly, Lantz (1974) found that sUbjedts who had previously been
taught a simple an& complex wave discriminationtagk took significantly
longer to produce correct-respOnses, and the reSponse time increased i*
.direct proport$bn to the delay schedule. The paucity ofresearch employ -
ing the delayed.recall paradigm prevents the drawing of concluSions about

'the effectiveness of graphics under these conditions.

There.aip several hypotheses about the natureof the processes be7
tween-:the encoding and.decoding-phases (Brunner', 19641Paivio'& YarMey,
1966). Regardless of the internal proCess, almethodological prOblempre -
sents itself, FirSt, pictorial memory is'biaSed,:bY'recognition'-testing.
Pictorial memory cannot be effectively,tested*in the usualresponse para-:
digm, because in= nonrecognition testing the subjecti;s'reqiiiked-tb make.a,
verbal response, which may require emothetcoding.ifindeed the informa:
tion is stored pictorially.. How, then, can `a Subject make apictorial re-
spbnse?. Drawing almost invariably touches upon distindt abilities, yet
drawd,ng is the usual nonverbal,dependent'Measure. '-Oln the other'hand, most
tasks",.do"ndt require learners to manipulate the.pictorial stimuli -with
which they were. instructed; they are more likely to be asked to perform
some petpePtual or cognitiVe task. Pictorial tests. are not representa-
tive of most tasks that people perforM,and as such unduly bias the de-
pendent.measure; thus, nonpictorial testing more frequently approaches
real-life performance requirements,

Summary of, Research on Perceptual Efficiency. Although there isevi-
dence that at some basic.,levelyisdal.displays facilitate information pro-

-
cessing, the, proportion of variance in the learning, situation accounted for

.

by such factbrs as, 'Sye fixation and'color'coding.is negligible in terms of
predicting the overalleffectiveness Of visuals for education, Not only

13;
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has the perceptual efficiency of:/rphics2been'questioned, but several
researthers. contend that graptlicd,pir se do not substantially enhance.in-
struction. Reviewersreport that visuals and nOnvistaka, or Revels of

:visuals, when'tompared, for instructiOrial.effedtivenesi,result in the "no
significant difference syndroihe"Ailien,1971; Briggs, 1968; Dwyer, 1972;
MOteachie, 1974; apangenberg, Riback,& Moon, 1973).

Realism

The emergency training requirement's:of WorldWar I prodUced a ,demand
for training simulators and traininivaids Tittudent/instructor ratios
sharplY,increased, and theoriority of equipment assignment was given
firstto cothbat and second to training. These Conditions significantly

,

affected the direction of subseqUent military training, because implicit
in thistraiing posturewas the belief that the most effective training
procedures were those that tostconcretely approxitited the job situatign.
Longstandpw,assumptions regdrdIng the educationalvalue of approxiMating
reality a picture 'is worth a thousand wor4S1 given,treUnce

_

.. andhence perpetuated..
44, .

Technological advantes brought about the emergence of highly sophis-
itated audiovisuals, again supported by implicit notions aboUt stimulus
fidelity. The emergence of audioviSuals in peacetime training was sup-
ported by these underlying theoretical formulations, which collectively
became kndwn as the realism theories. Dale's 1Cone.of Experiece"AFigure
1) represents one attempt to define-the relationship between the degree
of realism and instructionalmedia (Magne & Parknas, 1963).

.

BeCause graphics.pictorially approximate reality, it was assumed that
they were inherently effective instructional tools. It was further as-
sumed.that degree of.learninq transfer was direCtly prOportiorial to degree
of pictorial fidelity;

'-Dwyer Research. The most systematic exploration of the relationship'
between graphic level and instructional.effectiveness was conducted by
Francis Dwyer. A complete review of his work is availablPin thelitera-
ture (Dwyer, 1972). Dwyer hypothesized that.as.thelevel'of pictorial
reality increased,so did the student's comprehension of the instructional
material; In most of the 11 experimentstited in this section, the para-
digm employed by-Dwyer was consistent. In seven experiments, course ma-.. .

terial about the functioning. of the human heart was recorded and presented
to the subjects by audiotape, while graphic displays were manipulated on
slides or other projected visuals; In the remaining four experiments,
subjects were presented with printed text materials, with visual displays
manipulated on book-plates% The dependent measures were four tests: .Com-
prehension, terminology, Identification, and Drawing. The four tests
could be combined to provide a total_ comprehension score. The'reliability
of these dependent measures was fairly high; the Kuder-RichardSon Formula
20 reported between .85 and .95 in all cases.-

8
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each experime .t, visual display was manipu ated as a levels, varl-
able. A verbal prese[tation of either alphanumeri or audiotape version
albn served as the control. Dwyer expected a sim 8 line drawing presen-
tati n td be less effective than a shaded drawing, which in turn would be
les effective than the heart model level, and so on, the photographic
lev 1 being the most effective.' In three experiments, Dwyer added the
ad itiOnal variable of color, comparing color and monochrome versions of
h s visual presentations (Dwyew, 1968a, 1968d, 1968f).

.Finding no significant differences supporting the realism hypdthesis
n early experiments, Dwyer presented the-.samet.materialtO different

age levels (9th-16th graders) and:added time to completion and delayed re-
tention as dependent measures(Dwyer, 1967a, 1968d, 1968f). There was some
variation in significant results from one dependent measure to another, ,
'end `Dwyer-himself has stated that his experiments failed to support the

' realism theories.
.

! For the. sake of clarity! the &yek experiments cited here have been
divided according.to whether the'inst'ructional material was presented by
programed text or by prdjected.maerials. .

N /:'1

Experiments Using Programed Text Materials. The programed text pre-
sentation reg&red the student to make a response before continuing.
Plates 2-1/ incheSADy 3.1/4 inches pregented several levels of visual

./realism. In the nonvisual version, the term being dilscussedwas. described
/alphanumericallydn4e plate., ;}additional nonPrograme text version
acted ae'overall controll no plates were used in. the overall control.

Table 1 shows that.in two of four experiments'the;blacic-and-white
photograph presentation was more effective than'the remaining alternatives.
'However, it is,apparent that the effectivenesS of 'graphic levels varies
from subtest to subtest. For example, on the.Comprehension and Termi-7
nology tests, in no case did students at any level perform better than
students who received a nonpictorial'version. On_the Drawing and Identi-
fication tests, hOwever, the photographic and (in one instance) the color
model weressignificantly 199tter than the nonpictorial leVels. These re-
sults are undoubtedly confounded.by Dwyer's use of test stimuli that were
`a function of.presentation stimuli Dwyer, 1967b, 1968a).

Time Correlation. Dwyer hypothesized.that since they provided addi-
tional cues, more realistic visual displays-Might require greater. viewing
time. Previous experiments had not attended'to this notion. Dwyer evalu-.

.ated this hypothesis through subject report data: In three. experiments,
Dwyer asked his subjects to. keep a record of how long they.spent studying
the course material (Dwyer, 1967b, 1968k, 1968f). In all three experi.
ments,the results consistently rejected Dwyer's hypothesis. Although
the nonprogramed,nonVisual presentation took significantly, less time
than any other treatment, students spent more time viewing the programed
illustration with simple lin drawings than any of the more complex visual
versions: .
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Experiments Using-Projected Materials. The results of Dwyer's exper-
iments using projected materials such as slides, filmstrips, and instruc-
tional;:teleVision are,mubh'the same as in his programed text manipplations
(Dwyer, 1967a,'-1968b, 1968d, 1968e, 1968f, 1969c, 1970b). In general, "no:
presentation was consisterrtly more effective than the alphanumeric presen-
tation (projected alphanum*ics) fsr the Comprellerofsion anl,Terminology.
tests. The Drawing test was markea.,..by significantly higher scores, simple
line drawings being most gffeotive in six of seicen.eXperimentS; The-iden-
tification test was: marked by conflicting results, pictorial presentation
being significantin some/experiments and not in others.

In two experiments, Dwyer took delayed retention measures (Dwyer,
1968d', 1968f). In most cases,. scores in'the alphanumeric condition were
significantly Improved, and any initial differences`betweentalphanumeric
and visual presehtations were eliminated. In one eXceptIon-1,-Terminoloc--.

' retention scores were higher.for subjects in the black-and-White heart
model preSentations and im7bOth photographic presentatidns. These results
.are somewhat more readily interpreted if one excludes the terminology ex-
perimentalresults. Delayed retention scores theme show significance for
the alphanumeric presentation Only. When compared to delay eld retention
scores uSing programed texts, a disbrepancy appears: the simple line
drawing level shows significant Improvedent with.delay' retention. A
possible explanation for this inconsistency is that these results are du-
to an interaction between the disseminating media (in this case, textvE
projected visuals) and the level of visual presentation.. For example,
the programed text undoubtedly allowed for more individualized instruction
because it was self-paced, whereas the slide presentation was group admin-
istered. This concept is discussed in detail in the section on visuals
anld media. .

Related Research. Several researchers have manipulated attributes
of visual displays-according to the realism continuum (Cooper & Gaeth,
1967; Wheelbarger, 1970; Moore & Sasse, 1971).. Moore and Sasse (1971)
concluded that developmental factors influence the student's ability to
learn from pictures. When they manipulated the type (drawing, photograph,
painting) and size (half-screen, quarter-screen, full screen) of project-
ed slides, they found that the effectiveness of display characteristics
varied with age and grade level of their subjects.

.9,
WhePlbarger (197Q), whose experiment closely followed the Dwyer para-

digth, found that his sixth -grade subjects had difficulty with the materLaL
when 'isuals were excluded. ThuS, research using different age grOuns
suggests that the instructional effectiveness of graphics ,varieg with
cognitive.skills. Wheelbarger divided his subjects according' to, scores
on the forge-Thorndike'tgord-norms 194 and below; 95-110; 111 and above)
and presented them with one of several experimal slide conditions:
alphanuMeric, shaded drawings, and photogra Ojwloter two in both,
,color and monochrome versions. No significant differences were reporter
on the operations or recall test; however, students who scored in the
high i telligence.quotient (IQ) range and. who had been assigned to the
verbal onditiOn scored significantly lower than their counterparts in

t
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0
:he other experimental'conditions (Wheelbarger, 197fl.
iagaman (1970) reported no significant differences be_
pictorial groups for subjects of varying IQ, although
higher IQ range scored significantly better overall.

In contrast,
verbal and
'-,jects in the

en

,Although no significant difference, between simpl drawings and
color photographs was reported in leatnAng a,task tha ired subjects
to. pair words and pictures' Wicker 11970) re
(mediation or rote) used by each subject did
tion was more likely to reduce errors,"in the
it appears that intellectual and educational
tiveness,of visual' displays. .

ported t e strategy
affect per nce.,

(
Media-

photographic-group. Again,
factors influence the effec-

.

Results of three experiments directly conflict with the.=realism
odes- -with the cone of experience in particular. Following0e,belief
that realism enhances learning, Gropper (1968) compared the effectiveness
of hands -on performance versus a visual instructional program4 The task, v
which reqUired the subjqopOto-assemble a three-pole motor, was performed
gignificantly better by subjects assigned to the hands-on ardup. HoWever,
Gropper stated that this superiority was more apiarent in the early stagesr
nc testing and suggests that it is the result of ii motor practice rather

of superior learning of the task.

In contia-St, Austin (1972) 'foul-0 that a'Manit-ilative instructicn
gtoup did worse than a pictorial presentatiOn group. `However, since the
lesson content was statistics rather than a,percentual-motor task (having
subjects flip coins to illustrate probability theory), the results May not
be meaningful in the traditional sense of manipulation. Finally,. Laner
(1955) tested .(1-le effectiveness of motion pictures versus still pictures
derived from the motion pictures for teaching a perceptual-motor skill
for which he believed the sUbject,needed to understand the functional in-
terrelationships of parts in motion. Three immediate tests were adminis-
tered: drat. a rough sketch, answer 18 oral questions, and assemble the
tricger Mec-ani:3m. No significant differences were found attr_tbutable

_,.../(to. presentation mode.

Realism and Color. The dimension-of color hat been of particulat in-
terest.to researchers of graphic presentation, in part because color en-
hances realism. T1-1. Dwyer patadigth 'inc'lude'd the addition of color to each
visual leve_ in three of his experiMents (Dwyer, 1967b, 1968d, 1960f).
Dwyer states that addition of color did not result an overall posi-
tive effect (Dwyer, 1971); color did, however; seem to have a somewhat
consistent effect in Dwyer'.s experiments. For example, for programed in-
struction, the shaded drawing was not as effective as soMe visual presen-
tations. For projected materials, however,. shaded drawings could be
enhanced by the addition 'of color., The color heart model.irthe programed
presentaticn was effectiie, whereas the black and white was not (for the
Identification and Drawing tests). . It is possible, then, that tasks that
require a more visual resppnse may, at some levels, be enhailopd by the
addition of color.

13
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Results of other experiments manipulating color in Ithe-realism con-
.

tinuum'are very similar (Hagathan, 1970;-MCCoY, 1962; 1954; .-

Wheelbarger, 1970; Wicker, 197Q). :ThewWheelbarger a:-.& Wicker experiments
already decribe'd foUnd'no Significant dif-Cetence aeaributable to the use

¢- of Col=: ,Hagaman instructed all of his ,tudents:with the-same materials,
but he varied the level of realism and usa......of color in his test stimuli.
He presented' his third-grade. subjects wit:- 17' pictures and object names:

1
color DiCture, black-and-white picturd,'monochrome line drawing, or.object
name -alone. Results indicated no significant differences related to re-
sponse stimulli. Additional analysis revealed, however, that boys responded
significantly better t9 tests-with cOlor pictoria stimuli (Hagaman, 1970).

. .

.McCoy hypothealzed that an audience = would rat color film presenta-
I tions as more real than black-and-white presentati ns of the same (docu-
__ mentary) material: Results indicated the reverse; the audience more

frequently judged the monochrome .version as- realist c ((McCoy, 1962).
This result is probably due tv more frequent expos e.to monochrome
dodumentaries. . . .

16'

In an: experiment designed for tap a:, visual and social 'class interac-
tion, Morgan (1971) presented'either color or blackrand-white illustrationS
in texts on tractor-repaig and Mower Maintenance: Subjects were,oho en'
fromYninth graders enrolled in the South Carolina public school agriculture
classes and,, by quota samplinglwere assigned to experimental conditi ns
according to race and economic status. Colored illustrations (1.1d not have
a significant effect on eikther immediate or delayed retention (5 weeks,.
Upper-clasS`white subjects, howeverdid somewhat better on the color
presentatio

tie' 4.
Summary of Research on Realism. The hypothesis that highlLv realistic

graphic'Presentations tea& material more effectively than do less realiS- *
tic presentations has much -ace validity. However, the hypothesis is not

HSupported by the literature Though experimentation in this area is marked
by lack of replication, it appears. that if realistic visuals significantly
enhance learning, this resuit should be reflected in the literatureyet

,

it is not. There is evidence, however, that several factors may Lnfluence
the effectiveness of --isual display. As seen in the previous stuCies,
the effectiveness of visuals has varied with the dependent measan. em-
ployed. There is an Indication that some subject matter is,mor., conducive
to visual presentations than others. IQ -or mnemonic devices, or t:ossily
other subject characteristics (e.g., age), may intetact with types of vi-
suals. In addition, color, which iS often thought to .-Lncrease .relism, has
limited applicability. than being intrinsically effecti-e colot
appears to enhance selective visuals, particularly in those exper:_ments
which use visuals as part of the'response requirement. GeneralLy then,
use of 'visuals should be carefully weighed against task, subject matter,
and student charactetistics.
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Learner Preference and motivation,

The opinion that v±suals,significantly affect _earning because they
create a pleasing'learn_*ng situation,.are positive-_- motivating, etc.,
is Prevalent in education today. Research onlearrer preference for

'instructional stimuli 'is seenasa valuable adjunct to any'instruc-'
tiolial development program; newer technoiogy'studies are often, accompanied
by post hoc measures of a learner's attitudes` toward the instructional,'
situation (DWyer, 196.7d; Siegel, 1975).

Some -efforts to experimentally measure pregerence as arousal have
also been mad;, the most notable being the Hess research (1965) on pupil-
laryresponse.' Media preferences measured by.physiological'data such as

have also been attempteaj(Bruha, 1970'; Silber, 1969). These re-
searchers found'some:reaction to film as a'media, but more frequently
they found reactions to 'ilm'content. Moke important, Brulla found a dis-
crepancy between teacher an4uptudent 'Preference's.. There are, however,
little data to support-:-.enot_on that a subject7s preference for a par-
ticular kind of instructional stimulus necesaarfly affects performance.

Subject preferences do not necessarily enhance the teaching effec-
tiveness of particular modes, but there is evidence that preference does
ignificantly reduce attrition (Walt, 1970) In a study of adult learner

.

preferences.in Iran, Wali found that both teacher choice of coode and stu-
40/
dent pteferences for mode reduced t:-e_ dropout rate. Thus, an the long

_ Irun, learner preference m.a. :_ affect learning.

laildren's Preferences. A review of, the literature of visual prefer-
ence has been made by SpauLding (1955), Who reported the following: Chil-,
dren smefer books ,with bri_liant color illustrations; these ,illustrations
should cover at least half f page; ideally a wnole 'page; and realism of

. the illustration takes nrecedence over color, as children prefer realistic-
black-and-whi.qe'to colcrfuL nonrealistic presentations. Children's visual
preferenceS are reported tp chance asthey develoi-- a cording to Spaulding's
review. YOunger :children -ften F7 ,fer specific dc_Lor , such as red. They
also prefer simple line dr.=,4ingS, -lereas by fiftl- 7' ,de, most children
prefer more complex illustrations s--ach as photogrlbns) over simple ones:
(85% vs. 15$6); Younger children orafer that the c-:,rtent of illustrations
(and thuS the Stories they accompany) be about familiar things, while
older children prefer the exotic. For example, younger children prefer
stories -.about domestic animals, and older children prefer stories about
wild animals.

Adult Preferences. Adult illustration preferences are somewhat dif-
ferent from children's, .pith some variability owing to sex differences.
Overall, women prefer illustrations containing more classical themes, and
men prefer sports and do not mind mildly gory scenes. Spaulding (1955)
reported, however, that both sexes lacked interest photographs with new
or unfamiliar materials (e.g., ambiguous) or those'"that were vague as to
content or action" (P. 39).
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4 tention and Preference. The possibility that content'is a°stroqg
factor. in determining preference: is, by*Kaplarx, Kaplan, wand
Wendt (1972)-1: They found that; contrary to popular opinion, preference
for illustrations could n9t be dkplained on a Simplicity-coexity di-
mensiow.'. In their'experimgntYcontent (pastoral vs: urpan)Aad:the grew
est.effeot, some scenes being` preferred to others. Sloan:0972) also
fond that content significantly affected prefere Ce, bUt.in her-study
of varying socioeconomic ievels,style of pxesen ati9n,and Seic of'slibjesst
also significantly intetacte Overall, males p ferre& the.mqrd realistic.
presentations, to line drawingsand females showed more'varied response's.

..
: -

Increasing the sire of'photographs irk newspapers'has also peen found° N
to increase attention to a-certain pictorial; when .a picture-was large,
subjects read theaccompanyinTtext more often. In .the tame way, color
increased attention to giarticularstimuli, and color pictures elj.citedinT.'
creased.reading of material. But alphanumeric displays such .cas headliner
produced Nn.interactive effect between the meaning of'.the headline and

The'headline had to be phrased so as to complete a tSOught before
subjects attended to the subsequent text ( Spaulding, 1955)..

Visual Preference and Performance. Overall then,, there is some evi-
,

dence to indicate that preferences for visual materials are a function of
-several-Individual characteristics, including age and sex. Hdriever, the°
proposition that these factors significantly affect learning from materials
containing the stimuli preferred by'a particular group, and indeed;that
these preferences will actassOreeningdevices, is not supported by the
literature: For example, Laughetyand Fell (1969) found that despite
learner preference for the visual mode, subjects in a memory-span task.
performed better on the auditory than on the visual presentation of
material.

°
1

There is some 'evidence titt :preferred visual stimuli may be counter-r
productive in some instructional situations. For example, halbert(bited'
by Spaulding, 1955) found that illustrated versions of-a text eliCited
more ideas from children, but that these ideaswere more often than not
directed away from the'central theme of the, material._-In'tssence,"the
illustrated text.created more distractions thandid.the n?nillustrated
version. She cOncludrid that if the task is to teach about a particular
concept, illustration may be counterproductive.

Colorand Preference.. Perhaps the most widely accepted beilief about
the effectiveness of any stimuli, or attribute of an illustration, is
that a color_yetsion of an illustration will more effectively communicate
an idea than a monochrome version of the same material. The assumption
for this belief is that color is pleasant'and thus a very strong motivator
(11,wye%v1971Laner, 1955). There is little doubt that most subjects pre-
fer co or illustiations (Vandermeer, 1954); fau6a.s with overall prefetence
fot visuals, there is little evidence that this--preference significantly
affects performance when color and monochrome presentations are. compared.
For example, Vandermeer showed five black- and -white films to 9th aryl 10th
graders. Subject matter included Mans,.rivers, snakes, sulfur, etc.

'j 1
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,,[Dependent measures were bdth verbal (msentepde completion, multiple choice)
'and-monlierbal (picturteh, 4ephs): The results of tests. given both
mediately after_the sAreening of'the material and after a 6-week delay
sbowed no significantdifferente due totthe7jaddition of color. Replica-

rrLion Of the same paradigm for ninth graders'with no delayed retention -
%'tetts had the.game results,'aiethough subje'dtpiin,this experiment reported

thA they preferred color prosentaties-, and subjettmatter did"positive14,
.interact with thrg preferelhce*,kwith nt sex. differences.

0

In an attempt to measurethe'positivealtitude - toward the use of
961ori Wri4ht and Gardner --(1960) ai men (of.whom twd-thirds we =e btlue- /

collar workers).rate three versions of-four three-c6for pictures, using .

Osgood's Sdmantid DifferentiL (6sgood et al., W57Y: The author hYpothie-
i;ed. that. color was an-additive type'of stimuli that preference for

color would show upas a respone evoed in.an additive manner. They
found that in some cses.subjects responde&tO color independently of
pictorial content, but in others there was a strong cOlorand content
interaction.

Summary of Research on Learner Preference.. The lilprature indicates'
.that visual preferences do exist, perhaps correlated wia other factors
such as.age, sex, and socioeconomic position. However, there is little
evidence to support the notion that preferences for partiCulariisual
stimuli affect-performance. This latter statement does n8t necessarily
-contradict the laws Of motivation, and learning It may very well be that
subject preference measures incluhe more factors than were initially a15-
paredt. For example, asking tibjects'to describe thei,t,preferred instruc-i
tiona] modes may elicit either "Which do I like the.best?" or "By which
(.1.o I learn best?" Farr's research (1971) addresses this issue.. Subjects.

A were assigned to instructional methods according to which method they
thought they would learn best by--not identical to which they preferred..
Subjects prformed signiticantly better when using the method of their
choice. Ilus it is suggested thatattitudes about fearning maybe implicit
in the preference -measure chosen. .

There is little research on preference-prediction in visuals. Visual
likes and dislikes are usually measured post hoc /Dwyer, 1972) rather
than by assigning subjects on the basis of their preferences. Schiff
(1970) demonstrated that experimentally manipulating preference and con-
tent in the visual situation may be awkward. Believing that content
Would affeCt evaluation of a film, in particUlarthe estimate of the
duration of the film (the dull films being judged as longer), Schiff
measured like-dislike and perceived duration of sever al films. The re-
sults were not significant; subjects' estimates of film auraticd were
highly in cturate in all phases of the experiffent. This result suggests
that subj ct report of effectiveness of some preference_ factors may be
highly unreliable.
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Preference does not appear to be an impOrtant'v'ariable Am instruction
per se. Furthermore, little research has addressed the Separate components
of preference. Until, an Organized body of literature supporting preference'
as a factor in visual learning is developed, preferetA for visuals,does
not Sppear to,justify their use.

'..
. r

Multiple'Sensory Input
. -.-

- 11.
,

,..-

r Thebelief that grgphicsoa n increase 'learning beC4s4:theViad:addil... r'
.tionalpensary\inptit *aaesent'in educatiorAl tedSnologyfoillore',12'oday.*

.-
: ZeVer'al k'esekch'&s'haveSddi7edSed ttle-Assue of'SiMultanecius presentation .'

, ,t . . -

o'f'mult4fe fisedia(rody;,V62; Deyoe,19654 Olsen, 1969). Advocates', -

theprize that if one ,medium will suffice,then-twotN7three Must be bet-
'ter; or they,espoitse the shotgun apprOach--if an effectivemethod is nob

. known, try everything. These theories have theirIbasisin the hypotheSis -'
that simUltsneouS presentations -wnbu'rden overloaded seitry channel. Two

Atypes:of research haVebeelp described: experime.nts'manipulating stimuli,
onaMore basic sensory encoding or perdeptual level(46 presented in,the
previous section on perceptual efficiency)', and those evaluating multimedia
in'the instructional environment. -;

N -
t _

' ./...The basiC researdfi'findings,have.been described in a.review by DeVoe
£.1965),.who reports a growing body of literature indicating that "huMan 4

..t.perceptiod is essentiaylly'a one channel system"*.gp. 6). Thete'is,some
eyldentethat'simultaneous transmisgiods of'simple material can be p
&essedeffectively. (Devoe, 196k; Mowbray, 1954; Sumby & Pollack,.195
Usually,however, simultitheous stimuli (such as auditory and-visual s )g-

.
P nali3) -re handled alternately (Broadbent-, 1956; Devoe, 1965; Fitts, 1 ;

KristOfferSon, 196). "Though the results otthe research in this-area
arehighly-6mplex, in most studies simultaneous transmission did not

)
-necessarily increase the effective proCessing of the stimuli; in fact,
in, some experiments subjects perforted worse than ghance (Mowbray, 1950...
Thus it Hoes not appear that, at a basic level;'` simultaneous transmissions
necessarily unburden overloaded channels.

Within the (instructional environment, the results of experiments. .

testing the effectiveness of simultaneous edia preSentations have varied.
Despite thesefindings,'simultaneobs presentations.of every conceivable
kind of audiovisual have been popular gimmicks, based on theybelief that
they lead;tomore efficient storage. Iii a study by Agen (196g), a medi-
cal self-help course was taught:byone off several presentations using audio-
tape and one other media, such as slides or movies. Scores on tests
-designed 10 measure the traditional verbal,knowledge aspects were not
'significantly different. ,However, performance of the,first-aid tasks
showed a significant gain in performance scores as more sophisticated
media were added. In'an experiment by,Cody:(1962), combinations, of read-
ing, listening, and note-taking were investigated. No interference was
indicated as a result of the extra techniques; however, the Mcisteffec-
tive method was silent reading. '--

; , .

,
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Though attitudes toward.simultaneous.presentations probably
have a, mare influential effect in this area than they do in othe
tional contexts, there is evidence that attrition rates, may be d.
'cally reduced by the use of multimedia packages. In one .ease, a
dropped from 40% to 8% (Hall, 1971).

In SUmmarY,,the basic-premise that simultaneous presentatio:
visual stimuli are able tip'unburden overloaded channels has not
eubstantiated. Moreover, the generalizability of this premise ti

.

instructional environment does not.appear-to be warranted.
*

Visuals and InstructionalMedia
/

N .. l .
. . / .

In the late19501s,and early-1960's, several movements towa]
*use-of some audiovisual. technology began on a natidnwide level.
ample, language laboratories became an adjunct to language learn:

,closed-Itircuit'TV aPpeared.on university campuses,and in many hi.
Overall, the movepent was toward more sophisticated audiovisuals;
:Vi0

.I,

sdaTh were .transformed from the notion of teaching aids' to acts
ing devices, Overhead transparencies, filmstrips, films, etc., N

.

quickly 'replaced by television language laboratOries, sophistical
,taneous training devicestoltz, 1971), and computer-assisted it

.

al systems. . '-

! As technology advanced by leaps and bounds, however, the in:
tional course ware for these systems progressed' slowly. Material
training devices in particular could be easily updated to keep ui
equipment changes. Course material for teaching troubleshooting
piece of missile tracking equipMent illustrates this point. Some

and system approaches were abandoned early, whereas Other concept
popular. Instructional television falls among the latter; it is
`the few systems on which mubH evaluative research has been done.

Several studies have examined alternative Netructional medi
though there is no specific theory relating visuals andmedia, me
studies provide an indirect means of evaluating instructional gra
as certain media readily lend themselVA.to graphic,depidtion of
Indeed, in some instances the primary rationale for selecting a r
ler medium is the capability of that mediuM lo generate sophistic
.graphics. Instructional television (ITV) is a.prime example of t
latter category& -

Television. ,Visual displays are intrinsic to-an ITV approac
was believed that the student:could tenefit frOm 1?oth an organize
-son and the accompanying displays, including:closeups and detail
actual laboratory setting, without leaving his seat. Programs ire
expensive to produce, because many students tOuld:.be'taught by on
structor on a closed-Lcircuit line. jeseacch,iooking at some of t
tors influencing the effectiveness of television for instruction

e tiful, yetthe.results still.are somewhat.inconclueiVe.',.. There is
.
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:doUbt_that. television can be a.very effective instructor (Anderson, 1972;
---Bart,-19714, DWier, 1968fackson4-1955). BartdescribedisoMe v4riabil7r
iiy in effectiveness, due .6o socioeconomic class, In.his eXperiment with
third 7grade etudents:- Dwyer. Maintained. that. the notion of-the ability
of televisiofito accUratelY.simulatethe laboratory setting (say, 4.phys-,
-Acs experiment), show detail, etc., is-an oversimplificationthe de-
sign as illustrated. by ,his vSual realism experiments (Dwyer,

-...1p72). Ile stated that an increase in the amount of information con
tained does not necessitate an increase inAbformation conveyed to,the-

..

..learner.;,,FurtherMore, Dwyer asserted that most televised instruction.:
programs are the Lsult of the pradtber's creativity and not systematic,
instructional- strategieS:

. '
.

There is evidence, howeVer, that television -can be systematicallY
evaluated by. properly deSigned researchFor example, bothBarrington
(1971) and jackson.(155) designed prOgramS Usinigeffeativeness feedback.
In 8arringtOn's eXPeriment,two._"variatiOni ofthe same, material were ire-
sented, the first .being taped instruction (TI) of -a regular OlassrooM.-T
lecture,.and the second an edited' version of the first, using.animation

''and.outting out extra:noise and background: Subjects, matChed-forabil--
ity and seX, were:fassigned tO one of the treatments. ; Results indicated
-the edited program was more effective. However, there were no signifi-
cant ability or.treatment interactions (Bariington, 1971).

The Jackson research concentrated'ondetermining principles that
would aid the_instructor in designing effective visuals for instruction-
al television presentations. Staff members frortitheHuman Engineering

.Division of the Special DeVice Center, U.S. Navy, rated 105%eXiSting pro-'
grams for visibility (i.e., clarity of the teleVised image) on d.,14-iteM.

. Likert scale (reliability = .85 .96). The:ratings fell into a normal'
curve, with the first quartile very good and .the fOiirt!Wquartild poor.
Next,:adisplay Containing all the positively' rated, was con7.:;.

structed. ..The other:displays were then'reconstructed,to include portions
of the properties derived. Ratings on 61e revised diSplays increased

.significantly. Finally, displ.ays_were rate4by:the experimenters acObrd7
itigto the derived principles, and preAictiOils about their" ratings were

made. Predicted ratings correlated significentlY with actual ratings

(r =,.9.0). In all, 31 principles wei*e delineated on,theassumption.that
high display quality facilitated learning

Color. Experiments testing the effectiveness of -televised instruc-
tion incluAed manipulating color versus black-andwhite presentations.
(BOOth 1971; Kanner &Rosenstein, 1960). ;Pesults have mimicked color
studies previously described, with no significdht differdnces-attrib-
utable to'the addition of color but 'some significant color-content
interactions.
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For example, the Kanner and Rosenstein paradigm Selected11-lessons
from three Army Military!Occupational'Specialties (MOS). They presented
bla&k7and-white:Or color versions of each lessOni each.lesson was_given
three times and followed,-by immediate testing. Some of the test items, .

called "color items ;" either had coloras an integral part of-the phrasing
of the question or the subject was required to have spedific color knowl-
edge (for example, one question pertained to a certain colored resistor
and its value in 'ohms). Only one lesson, Range'Tracking,.resulted'in.-
higher scores attributable to the-addition of color.' The decision to
develop lesson materials in black and white followed. :The.experimenters
.felt that the results were due to a color-7Content interaction, or the -

small percentage of color material shown to be significantly more effec-
tive (11%) did.not warrant the overall use. of color..

Booth (1971) explored .the affective value of color. response
to the idea that color may elicit unwantedemotionalatousal, eecond-6,,
third -, fourth -, and sixth-grade students of varying'socioeconomicback,-
grounds were presented with.either:color-or monochrome presentations. .

Prior_years-Of viewing colortelevieion'did not constitute a signifi-L,
cant factor; -BOWever, a significant-developmental trend. was "noted. The

s-secOnd-grade,etuderfts tended to internalize attitudes portrayed in taack-
and white more than. those in the color:version, and the trend for sixth-.
grade students was .eiactly-the reverse. Fourth-grade children were de

:t scribed asipeing in a transition periOd.'

Visual versus Auditory Media, Overall, visuals have been reviewed
across modalities as having some positive, yet variable, results.- Day and
Beach' (1950)rePort in theirreview-that.for;paired associate learning;, -

difficuItHmaterial is better, presented"visUally,'and simpler material is
. better peSented'auditorily. 'In addition' the younger children did not

41'

;-benefit from visuals aa'.7.4id the older children or the more intelligent
children.

Visualsversus auditory modes, particularly the auditory pzesenta-
tion found in TI, have been compared in several experiments4Cooper &
Gaeth; 1967; Dworkin &Holden,1959;Edgerton, 195.7; Ranneman, 1968).
SOme'of the variability in results has been attributed to content-mode
:interactions, as ina study by gdgerton (1957) wherein learners gained .

. more from the use of picttires (slides) on some materials than on other's.

A developmental effect included in the content-mode:interaction was
-.0Oted by CO;Thrand Gaeth (1967) , who presented material 'to students in
gradeS 4, 5i-6, 10,, and 12 by visual or. auditory modes. Supplementing
the Day and Beach observations cited above, these authors suggest that
the-ability to'gain flom pictures peaks somewhere in late. childhood, and
.that by.grade 12.studeni-s function better in a verbal Itext and aural)
mode than in a visual mode. This proposition is also suggested by Collins
(1971), who found that second graders perform equally well on several
kinds of visual-alphanumeric presentations teachingspelling. Collins
used both an achievement test and a. 1-week delayeck'retention test.
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In the Dworkin and. Holden experiment (1959), filmstrip and audiotape
presentations versus TI-designed by the.samejiistruCtOr_were compared for
their effectiveness in teaching atom bonding material to engineering
graduate students matched for education and previous course grades. No
significantdifference-was noted in.courSeAchieVement. However,
tiOnnaires-did yield significant attitude trends. The audiotape-was
criticized As.being too fast (135. words per minute (wpm) compared to an
average rate of speech of 120 wpm). In addition, 40% of the students in
the experimental group said they would have liked 'a. chance to ask ques-
tions. However, student opinions did not correlate. with any trend. in.
achievement. . . . .

Motion as an Instructional Cue. A few studies have directly coMpared-.
alternativeaudioVisual media. For examPle, whenslides or filmstkip
methods: are compared to moving film presentations, the actual movement of
the stimuli' desCribes the major difference. Sometimes the richneseAr
detail, Particularly the detail, of the simulated environment, has been
.described as a contrasting factor.(Devoe, 1965). TeleviSion and video-

.

havetape[haVe had reported effectiveness in training by reproducing behaviors
that-the subject,canlater alter, such as - gymnastics (James, 1971). In
anieducational. context, videotape was found to aid Practice-Lteachers in
their teaching behaviors. StUdente-in theexperimental-videotape_group
received significantly higher ratings intheir practice teachin4.-than did
the control group who had TI, praCtice sessions_-rather:than videotape feed -
back (Jensen & Young, 1972).

. ,

:Absence of background noise is also described as a factor.contraSt.
ing television and .TIJSprague, 1955), and there is some:evidence that
background noise is a negative factOr; but overall,- motion is usually
,described as the. 4important additionDwyer,1S69;HOUSer; Houser, &
Yan_Mondfrans, 1970;-Saner, TheaddittonofiP00-olv,addresses

-either or both of two specific 'strategies -the instructor i6 using, First;
tbeeeis thp attellion-motivatiOn.'yali*:of'mOtiOn;researChers-have-loOked
at two aspects here. Dwyer found that'lmotion (.operationally defined as
pointing.tothe Importantarea of the beart'in videotape presentation),
did not 'significantly affect performance (Dwyer, 1969). Sprague -(1955) '

compared the effectiveness of.four types of visual presentation of in
formation about machines to sixth- and seventh -grade boys and

..Magazine clippings commercial film, and-combinations of the two com-
prised the experimental conditions, and iiagazine clippings presented as
a filmstrip comprised a fourth condition. No Significant difference on
subsequent tests was attributed to mode, except that subjects having
higher ability did better onthe commercially produced film than did
those, with lower ability. Oh the Other hand, Gettin,ger (1971) did. find

significant differences between videotape.and still-Picture presentaL.
tions and subject.(fifth and sixth graders) performance in identifying
motion.

t
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-The-second-Strategy for using motion is to -facilitate later-
perceptualzMotorbehavi*.. The subject isthoughtto be better able to
understand the interrelated movements in a performance task by vicarious--
lY exPeriencing:thetask through film. Laner (1954) tested,that idea by
presenting a filmstrip or film of how to repair a broken window sash..
The instruction included howto disasseMble, repair, andreaSsemble the
'Materials.. The filmstrip presentation was made frip1.51:stIll blowups
from the film. It was believed that these fraMes did not include motion
and overall were -mush less swhisticated than the film presentation.- The
dependent measure was a 23-item performance testinftwhich the subject: was
.rated on his ability to make the repairs; time to completion was not mea-
sured. 'Results inditated no,significant differences attributable to
method used, although previous carpentry experience Add prove to be
significant.

Last, a comparison was-Made between alphanumeric and aural presenta-
tiOns of descriptive captions aCcOmpanying a-movie demonstrating to agri-
cultural students methods foi.grading cereal grains (HanneMad,1968)...
Both identlfitation andiDerformance measures were Students in the
vispal-group jalphanumeric) did significantly better on the identifica-
tion tests than did,otudents in the aural-gropp. HoWever,_ no performance
differences1--werefound.

Media-and Instructional 'Strategy. The-.idea thatone mediUm is in-
trinsically moreeffective than any of the other media' is Simplistic.
The specifid'factorS that ennance learning 11,1 the_'; instructional situa-
tion'ard no_ longer restricted' to-.'the context'of particular, equipment,.
but tether are considered within the instructional:qystem, which,
includes the instructional strategy.. The strategy is. usually.built:into,
the system4;and flekibility forChangink,thisStrate4y'variestromsyd
terti toSyStem:

Many reserrchere have uwr.itt, n that.ditect"acPPrisqn,deone system
with another 'iR .n t. a, validi approach, since;ghe ba ic 'et_rategies are mark-

many/: q e r ,example, : . programs typically employ
,,sepf-p4q :et6

117r a ze eg en0 whereas in-
.

structional-televie al more:qiipattAVO type of teaching and is
oriented to-gkOup;.rei t' da4iO4-instruction. Texts may dif-
fer also; in addition .to decision to preSent
examples and iiriegetiera versa' is implicit in the writing
of the material.

In contrast, decisiv about instructional strategy may alsebe made,
independently of the instrActional system. In relation to learning from
visuals, several experiments illustrate that certain instructional tech-
niques! such as the use of advance organizers, post-organizers, and inter-
rogative or imperative captions,-can be effective 1960; Bertod,
Clasen, & Lambert; 1972; ButtS, 1956; Dwyer, 1970eNeu,.1951).
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For slide presentations1 questions as captions dojnot appear to be
.as-effective as-deCiarative or imperative captions (Buies, 1956; Dwyer,
1970a). in'Butts' experiment, both immediate testing and.2-week delayed
tests showed imperative and declarative captions tote more,effectiVe
than questions as captions, except in the -case of one content area

For_writtentext, there is-evidence that advance organi%Zers facili-
...

tate learning (Ausubel, 196D), and television presentations have shown a
positive effect-for interspersed questions folioweeby.aShort pause.
(Bertou et-al., 1972). Other-attention-getting devices'were manipulated.

'1iYHNeu.(1951). Im his paradigm, both-relevant and irrelevant material,
were'used to direct the subject'- -s attention tOperticular.procedureS«

--.The-visual'attention-getting devices were of questionable relevancy; for
example, when demonstrating that a metal'rUler Should-he oiled; an oil
can Appe*e&-aSthe :word "oil" was spokeli..- Nonrelevant stimuli inclUded,
pretty 'gifls ani cows' tails. The results did notAndidatethat NeUrs
extraWlisual cues aided learning; in fact, scores on both a. 1d4-item
multiple-choice test (KR20 .94) and -a 7_7=atem recall test indicated
that irreleVant.devices were distractors:in that.they lowered scores.,
In summary, since visuals are associated with- the viauSL,aids or advanced
'system described previously, their value is difficult'to'assess: Research
on instructional strategy indicates that some methods of presenting the,

..:learner with material are more effective than others. The success of
some media may be due to their amenability to effectively uSp..instruc-
.tionalprinciples.rather than to the use'of visuals.

.
Programing material for a computerized presentation, televised pre-

sentation, or film reqUiresLmoreTlanning than do most Ti presentations.
This attention to detail and organization probably,.. accounts for a-good
deal-of the_ effectiveness of the:pediumi. .f.systein engineering princi7;
Tles were applied to TI or to less-sophisticated media such as slide
projection, tae effectiveness. of, both mcwad-probably be ,increased (Radan-,
& Zuckowsky,:')969, 1970; U.S. Civil. Service Commissioni19711.: Research
On system`Comparisons must be reviewed carefully. AS qrOpPer (1968) '

stated, most experimentation of this nature is invalid, since it does
not compare tWo'equally well - constructed methods.

4- -

Although:it-is valuable to- examine experimentation on instructional'
media, the results of such experimentation-are confounded-I;Y a'number of
factors, including-the instructional Strategy, the subjectImatter,'.tHe
physical demands of the'hardware, and the systeM goals.

Individual Differences

As has been discussed 'previously, secondary results from a number of
experiments'have suggested that graphic effectiveness is ,in part a func-
tion'of learner characteristics. The examination of individual differ-
ences has received considerable impetus with the'ntroauction of aptitude
by treatment interaction (ATI) methodology. As early as 1957, the appli-
cation of ATI methodology was suggested for-military, training (Edgerton,'
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___1957)1 however, development_of education and training devices_. has been
disappointingly slow. The-following discussiondeals'briefly with the
characteristics that appear most relevant to'educational graphics research.

Educators maintain that individual differences, especially in the
traditional instruction context, hold back Some'students and all others
to excel, thereby acting both, to the advantage and- disadvantage of in-
struction. It was hoped that instructioncould be designed with these
diffetences.in mind. BUt at-Talimadge and Shearer (1971) indicated,
the'process of_identifying the most ft:levant" individual differences is
much more difficult than it first appeared to be. Educators' have per-

sisted in studying the question, maintaining that normative data collecr
'tion and prograM develoPment geared towarci.the average student (who does
not exist) overlooks the individual and suits no one (Snow .& Salomon,
1968).' The goal of ATI Methodology is, thent:toelueidate the _most
powerful effects and to develop adequate screening devices for assign-
ing subjects on the basit of the important differences.

Programed instruction (PI) is a type<of_individualized program._
-----1-does--not-necessarily take into account knownindividual differences, er

:cept the need for self-pacing._,Many studiet 'relating specific cognitive
and personality variables to either medis;,orinstructional strategies
have been conducted. The resulting significantinteractions.are almost
as,numerous as the studies themselves. For example, research indicates
thattome subjects will benefit more from. visual presentations than will
Otheesubjects (Bush,GresS, Smith, & McBride, 1965;. Levin, Divine.r.
Hawkins Kerst,' & Guttman, 1974;-Tallmadge & Shearer, 1971). There is

7
alsoevidente that visual effectiveness in. education 4dependent upon
-cultural and Physical ],imitations (Fitzpatrick &_ Hansen, 1973; Kilbride,

&Freeman, 1966;1:Millet." 1973)-.ti-
ATI studies haVe'ranged frbin those seeking individualdifferenceS.re

lated tb broad educational techniques, such as mode interactions (Goldberg,,,
1972), to those concentratinOore'on the subject-generated characterisr
tics of the interaction, tuchas.personality. Learner types have been
propOsed (Britt,4411;Haskell, 1971). Bri&s study was correlational,
using 59,000SUjecs ranging in age from 9 to 19 years plus a large com-

_puter analysis of torrelatiOn coefficients from the data
From 'thesedata;'-three learner typei were deduced. Haskell's procedure
was More conventional. He determined that learner type could be related
to adjectiVes operationally defined.by scores on tests (e.g.,.
mess op the Edward's. Personal Preference Schedule).

Other types of ATI studies have-emphasized the particular-problems
arising from a specific learning environment; fpr example, O'Neil's anxi-
ety studies in the case of CAI (O'Neil, 1972; O'Neil, Speilberger, &
Hansen, 1969)., Also, since visuals have been counterproductive in some
experiments and have been criticized as distractors, some studies have
tested the distractability of visuals.. Bee (1966) did so is a non-CAI
context and found significant sex differences -- females were more vulner-
able to distraction than males. On the other hand; Tobias (1973) did
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not findAistractability to be a significant factor in the CAI context.
In -effect, althOugh ATI methodology appears promising, those character-
istics of particular importance to the use.of instructional graphite: -
have not yet been clearly identified.

Overview

-The, literature reviewed-does not.readily :lead to asummary of the
effectiveness of pictOrial presentations in education and training.- The
e4erimental-results.dhOw no Linear trends tha-Clearly determine how
the instructional program developer (or teachei)'shoUld select visuals,.
or in Which:situations they_.; be used The commonsense approach.

. _
is restricted tcaCe-validity, as research does not definitely support
the use of .pictorials according to any consistent criteria.- However, it
has been,substantiated that pictorials can and do, in specific instances,
have an effect on some instructional ?programs.

Significant differences appear in a variety of studies, although
many of these differences are too small to have_prattical application.
Some instructional programs are enhanced by the use of pfatorials, as
attested by several of the studies cited. In effect, the variable_re---
sults obtained from experimentation (hence the lack of generalizability)
suggest that white pictures do aid some kinds of learning, the specific
conditions are not accurately known. Nonetheless, three major-factors
that must, be accounted for do emerge: ,subject matter, task requirements,
and learner population characterist,its.

dia_AND GRAPHICS

;

As the literature search prOgressed, it became clear that'reported.
.research directe& toward evaluating the instructional effectiVeness. of
graphics in arCAI context, particularly interactive graphics, was almost
nonexietent;-This section therefore dietuseed-overall evaluations of
CAI and related techniques, in order to identify tharacteristics.inher-
ent in cm relevant to determining the contribUtion of graphics per se.

.

_Computer -assisted -instruction, computer-based.instructiOn, or
computer-managed instruction all refer to new educational technology
media that have the potential .of presentingthe student with material
conditional upon his responses.. This interactive characteristic is
unique .to CAI. CAI critics often rebuke CAI presentatione as expensive,
automatic page-turners for otherwise programed instraction: This judg-
ment may be partly correct, but the word "automatic". is not necessarily
derogatory, becaUse it is this feature that permits 'large amounts of in-
structional material to be. presented to many students in a single ses-
sion. Moreover, interactive graphics is a potential found only in the
CAI approach. No textual presentation can provide graphic feedback con-
-ditional upon the student's response.
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JIL_In_thelpast_decade,many cOntent-areas-haYe-been presentedvla CAI.
Although.rigorously defined material such as mathematics and. grammar has
been, emphasized, several major conferences have been devoted to the de-
velopment of computercurricula (Proceedings of the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Conference,.on Computersinthe Undergraduate Curricula, 1971, 1972, 1973).
The literature cite0h4fi:; Includes several of these-content areas, notably
phySits, management;,* math (Berinett,A3ignell, & Bradley, 1972.; Boxi,
1971a, 1971bi-19/2, 1.973a, 197jb,1974a, 1974b; Hammond, 1971; Hertlein,

''1972; Martin, 1973;'Petars, 1969;, Shostack & Eddy, 1971; Wylen & Schwartz,
1973):

The amountof research evaluating CAI is not as substantial as one-
mLight,expect. Educators.apparently-feel that CAI is afutUre reality;
consequently; CAI research appearsto have been more development-oriented
than evaluative.

t.--
In'a 43tate-of-the,-Aqrpaper, Jerman (1972) cites several ways in

which a CAI approachtan'Acilitate educaticen today.'
.,

These assumptions that lead us to place as much hope as we
do in CAI are the following:, (1) man is capable of learn-

CP
ing more than he is being asked to learn; (2) there are a
manageable.nuMber of different approaches to instruction
that can be tailored to individual differences among' -.stu-
dents; (3) through careful diagnosis insight can be gained
on how one Ought to go about individualizing instruction;
(4) reinforcement and feedback should be Immediate.during
instruction; (5) in each instance-the quality of education
that a person receives oughtto be -the highest posSibire.
-(Zanni in Jerman, 1972, p. 466)

.It becomes-eyident, then, that the'CAI approach ailows.not only for edu-
.

catio and training but als6.fOr:eXPerimental.researchr. ;The majority Of-.
eXpe 1.17ent4 research seems-to9begeared-hete,- tOward learning theory,
manip tiOns rather than improvement of ,the CAI' product.

/

review, Atkinson (1968) specifies three kinds of CAI systems:
-

the drill and.prattice approach, which acts'as an adjunct to-TI; the dia-
logue.systeM, ij which the student has complete.control over sequence of
learning' events and natural language responses .to an unrestricted mode;
and the-tutorial,program which may be seen as an alternative to TI. This
discussionfocuses on the latter sySiem.

In his study of the off ctiVeness of CAI, Atkinson used first graders
who participated in a CAI rea ing program.-.The control group took ..aCAI
math course. Atkinson's appr ach to his data analysis was someWh*t

-dif-
ferent from that.of other CAI studies. Rather_than measuring theAiffer-
ence in rate of responding TOhich he reported to be small), he took fre--.
quency data, measuring the total number of responses.made. The difference
between the amoun,bf material covered by the slowest and'fastest child
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' was 4,000 responses in the 6-month experimental period: Atkinson concluded
that CAI does have'the potential to meet iridividualBeeds, The educational
effectiveness of CAI also showed very positive resifts.' Gain scores on
the California Achievement, Tes and' the Hartley Reading Test shoWed.that
the experimental group's scores were, significantly higher \in all subtexts
(ehoh-as Vocabulary.and Rtonunciation) except Comprehension. Atkinson's
results suggest that iniorder to determine the beneficial effects of CAI,
one-cannot rely upon the traditional verbal-oriented dependent-measures.

' The literature seldom diSputes the instructional technologists' claim
that CAI is an;effective instructional tool; several reviewers have pre=-
sented evidence that CAI is no less effective than.TI (Anderson, 1967;
Gagne & RohWer,'1969). But objectioneabout some aspects .of the instruc-
tional eitnation have been raised. Foremost1Of these objectiOns is the
conjecture 'that the CAI situation is highly anxiety:. producing.,: and that
feedback in particular canJhaVe a detrimental effect on. an anxious sub-
ject.- To test thiShypothesis, O'Neil et al. (1969) tookApoth trait anx-
iety (A-trait)..measdredby the State Trait Anxiety inventory (STAI)
(Spielberger, Gorsuch, & Lushene, 1969) and state anxiety (A-state) .

'measured by systolic pressure.. Variation in subject performance was
.

rel&ted to A-ptate and difficulty of-material. Hansen and O'Neil (19 -70)
reported similar iihdings.. In a later experiment, rather than assuming_-.
the CAI Silhationtohe inherently anxiety- producing (stressful), O'Neil
(1972) presented edbje is with negative feedback'in his stress condition.
High A -state subjects p rformed worse than -low A-state subjects,e result
somewhat incdtlti*tent with drive theory. 'A significant periods effect
Was also rePortedYin Wb\ch,errOrs decreased temporarily across lessons:

.

.

Tobias-(1973) studied the effects of interrupting the subject during
the CAI presentation, calling this factorAistractabiiity. Results indi-
cated ,no learningdecrease, bUt an increase in time_

rto

completion. The
method of presentation was. also-manipulated)py,having.:the subject respond
overtly or by having theeubject read._ 'The overt-respoRse was correlated .

IJ.th better performance;however,:itls'also coftelated-w1.4h state anxiety,,
presentation.Which was :measured. at' four'separate times in the presentation.

..,

- Results of several experiments, 'then, do not.suppOrt.the hypothesie-
.that CAI is an anxietyproducing situation that will -have negative-effects :-
On.performance or personality. In addition, correlation between A-trait
measUreg (as screening devices) and A-state measures is somewhat:low, .

r = .4 - .7 (Spielberger; Gorsuch, &.Lushene, 1969).

Graphic Studies

CAI evaluation has been more -often limited to the development of
lesson content for specific subject matter than concern with experimental
comparisons between alternative techniques. For-example; much effort has
been made to develop cm courseware forlahysics, (Bardwell;1971; Bennett,
'Bighell, & Bradley, 1972; Bork, 971d, 1971b, 1972,-1973a, 1973b, 1974a,
1974b; Martin, 1973). These programs have sophisticated presentations of
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materials,__Including drilf,_practice,. and tutorial lessons; _moat Include
graphits. 'Developers:of this material have strongly advocated the deVel-
opment of pittorial:material for 6%I (Bork, 1974a). Some experimenters -
(and students) have-gone.to great lengths to'generate.graphicsi even -using

pen plotters (Hertlein, 1972; Hurle, 1970; Pape'Zt and Solomon, 1972). t

To date, then,'the move to include pictorials has been 'hand-in-hand with
hardware development, without data to substantiate its need. No doubt,
the belief in the need for pictorials for CAI has 0111d over froutaildio-
visuals and the-belief in the positive instructional effects of pictures.

A more experimental approach, more fully utilizing the distinct po-
tential of-CAI, has been described .by Hammond (1971). He predicts that
the ability:of CAI to produCt variable graphic fe0dback enhance
decisionmakinT,and diagnostSctrainIng. For example, medical students
may learn theart of diagnoSis using a probability approach. When .pre-
seated with skmptoms; the student generates graphic displays of how he
works with the data, alongside displays generated by, successful Clinicians.

the same data. .-This procedure circumvents the right answer/
wrong answer paradigm more,likelyto'.appear in other,tontent areas.
Other uses-of. interactive computer graphics include labor-manageMent
feedback (Balke,' Hammond, & Meyer, 1973). However,

Ofthe effectiveness of'interactive graphic presentation hag been.
made. t

,

Instructional Strategy: Reinforcement and Sequencing'

,Since its inception, CAI haS been closely allied to learning theory,
both because it resulted from the Skinner paradigm and -subsegnent-prb-
gramed instruction, and because it was a fruitful testing ground.for
learning*theOrY.hypothesis testing: The CAI presentatioirnecessitaes
4ecifikions 00.rIcerhillthe:PeSeht4tiOriof material: Some .op-
tions are central to oldlearning\theory disputes.' For example., the

: iliethod of administering reinfOrcement requires several decisions;' one
such decision concerns the tjpe of reinforcement that should be.used.
Existing CAI piograMs have often used familiarity with small Children--

Good, Patti! For adults, programs haveprOvided'randollar Sam-.
ple0,system-generated keinforcing phrases--"Fine. You're doing great,"
or "Exactly right!" Some other types of reinforcement must also be
cided alziori, including decisions about feedback and ieinforcement
delays. Without presenting the mass of literature on thereinforcement
issue, we can cite evidence that in some:cases delayed reinforcement' will
'enhance learning (Sassenrath & Yonge, 1968) but that the type of task may
interact with the effectiveness of the delay (Lintz & Brackbill4 1966).

The type of reinforcement used may influence the subject's achieve-
ment motivation, which may in.turn influence the effectiveness of the
procedure. There is evidence that the effectiveness of high-incentive
.conditions (money bonus) is different from the effectiveness of low-.
incentive conditions. Bahrick (1954) found less incidental learning

,
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under high-incentive conditions, a reSult.that may generalize to the
learning of detailed-informatione.g., subjects who have less incidental
learning may iearn-fewer details.

0

Decisions about the size,ofdemonstration units and presentation _

length of lessons must also be made, although thereis littleresearch
-

to address these two factors. In addition, one of the mostcontroVersial
questions in educational research is whether-toPresent rules folloWed by
'examples or to present' examples that help the student toderiverules.
Other sequencing problems include' when.and how to present difficulty
levels. '1

Mayer and:APAPIeeno (1972) suggest that .rule/example sequence.effects
are dependent on whether the.goal:places emphasis on using the rule (per-
,forMarice) or on more cognitive aspects (knowledge) suchas formulating
new ru/ti theextrapolitiveArersus the interpolative needs of the-

asks.

Additional cuing and sequencing effects have also been described.
Low-ability subjects are reported-to respond signifizantly"better to pro-
gtams using many instructional cueS.(highlights,-arrows pointing,.etc.).
Whereas.higher ability Objects are more sensitive to the sequencing of
material (Hall, 1971).

Other factors relevant to CAI include human factord elements such
as size, marginality, and distribution of type, all of 'which.may inter-
ferewith reading (Gregory & Poulton,-1970)and the accoustical environ-
ment, which may -be distractive (Knirkj-.1970). Both these factorS may
influence learning. Some material may elicit a, credibility gap;.. an

example is the psychological.material_ presented by Fiks (1964), who re-
ported subject mistrust of the psychological inst*uction4a1 material em7
ployed. Other media such as TV are More resistant to credibility gaps
(Adeiis,1970).

. '

Programed Instruction (PI). Much of the research relevant to CAI,
instructional.strategy'hai been derived from research using other tech-.
nigues,-particularly ?I. Fiks (1964) made oneof the most comprehensive
evaluations of the effectiveness of PI when he presented material on.
space travel, auto safety, and psychology to visitqrs to the Indiana
State Fair. Fiks manipulated feetaack delay and also obtained. a three-'
question, Likert-type attitude manure, as well as educational and demo-
graphic data, His results indicated a significant content - difficulty
main effect. As the'percentage of confirmations decreased, the number
of errors increased. In addition, therewere.signfficant interactions
on the overt-covert dimension in relation to attitudevsubjectsTeported
that therliked PI better when they were writing (overt) than'when they
were not (covert). Attitude toward PI: did not appear to affect perfor-
mance; however, a credibility gap for the psychology material was evi-

-..denced. A curvilinear.relationshiP betwegp educatiOn and feedback was
-hypothesized; the lowest educated subjects liked PI progrefttvelymore
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as 'feedback was increased, and the more highly educated subjects displayed
a reverse trend.\ -Subjects. also reported.favoring complete rather than

;partial feedbacly. Fiks"concluded that sySteniatic population variance Cc-
curs with programed instruction.

Self- Pacing. As PI research continued, itbehame more evident that
self = ac alone could not accoliior all individual differences. Fry
(1972) tried to determine which-gualitiesOf the self -paced instructional
situation would influence perforatance. He pretested subjects for achieve-
ment (above and below the median on the SAT,) and for inquisitiveness,
using a battery of tests purported to account-for 50% of the variance
for "i:nquisitiveness"'(Shulman, toupe_& Piper, 1970). Material was
then presented in one of.four ways.: (a) student controlled instruction
(SCI), a self-paced method in which subjects were encouragidto ask ques-
tions; ..(b) a,stru ured presentation that combined expert pinion and
used the questions generatedby the first group; (c) a random presenta-
tion; and (d) a c ntrol,orouRof TI. Sabjects Were assigned on the basis
of their aptitude and inquisitiveness scores to one of the four treat- .

merits. The subject matter was computers. High inquisitive/high'aptitude
(HI/HA) subjects did equally well on the SCI and random conditions and
less well on the expert condition.. Fry- determined that this result was
ne to the challenge of working with random material- and recommended.
that, in general, SCI 'be used for HI/HA subjects. HI/HA-subjects per-
'formed best on the,expert material, and about -the same on SCI and random.-
Thus inquiii may be a significant factOr in selfpaced instruction.

woOdruff,'Faltz, 4nd Wagner (1966) reported that althodiLAitially
PI was thought to compenSate for individual variation, other variables
such as personality, attitude, reading'ability;. and IQ_ significantly'.
.affectedperformance on Subjects were groUped *Cording to high,
mediuM.,,and low ability derived by_combining IQ, grade point average.
(GPA), anh science grades. High-abirity'Subjects made, ropOri'ionately
the fewdst miStaks;' in contrast'to,other-groups,'their mistakes were
errors of nonreaponse rather;than,lndorrect responses.' Several person-
ality characteristic's-such as achievement need were also measured, using
the Edwards PersOnal'Preference Schedule and Gordon Personal Inventory,
factors (Cautiouthness Original Thinking, Personal Relations, Vigor).
These:factors were positively correlated with the number of correct
responses per frame..

Additional Factors. Other research has-indicated that coursecom-
pletion time for PI is significantly less than that for more traditional
methodi (Chrisman,\1970)., Some researchers believe that PI is ideally
suited for the application of learning theory principles. For example,
Skypek (1971) determine4two methods for teaching new words: Phase One,
which maximized acquisition; and Phasie Two, which maximized retention.
These methods could easily be programed without losing continuity of
presentation. . Skypek's research reflects the synergistic, relationship.
between learning theory research and CAI program develoPment today.

1,e4k,
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' Delayed retention studies have-ndt necessarily shown that PI is more
effective than othermodes. Garrard (1969) manipulated !Lett, and film
when-presenting-material -to-nursing-lin:dents: A multiple- choice test--
showed PI significantly better at immediate testing but'evidenced no
significant differencels at delayed testing.:

"

Summary

any research exists that directly addresses the instruc-
,4

-tionaleffectiVeness-of graphics n CAI. Research that contrasts CAI
with other media or other techn' e's:(in order to evaluate.qrdphic effecr
tiveness) must-be cosidered 'wit elution. The apparent advantages of
advanced audiovisuaPjtechnology m y be due as -muCh'to the inherent in-
structional design requirements as to graphic capabilities.

. 4

, ,WHERE DO WE GO?
o

, .
,

.1 ( ..

Two major conclusion:4 can be drawn from the research revAw. First,
it is clear that the addition of graphic iinstrucitionalmateral

e.
does.not

guarantee an increase_in instructional ffeativeness. -Although this point
appears obvious,. such an assumption underlies the bulk, of the research
reported and's responsible for a number of theories or propo itions re-7
garding selection of the "best" media and the design of displ ys for the
presentation of graphic mater,iNT' This same assumption may account for
the paucity of research' diredtly addressing the area of interaotive'com=
puter graphics.

The second major conglusion is that although there apparently, are
conaitipns'in which graphics may be an important adjunct to the inttrucr
tional processtthere.ia currently naesysteMatic melilsof identifying
these cdnditions. This situation exists becallAe definitional and method-

differ'enees' make it diffiedit to do a cross-comparative analysis
of research findings. Hence, the first step for future research in this
area is to develqi a framework that can assist in better structuring of .

research outcomes.

the Definitional Problem

Although the ,term "display" includes any;methOd for presenting/in-
formation (Kidd, 1962; McCormick, 1970), the emphasis on graphics re-
stricts this term to visual displays. the term "graphics"
itself is not clearly defined. For distinguishing different presentation
modes, however, certain categories emerge rather consistently.

At a minimumi a distinctiOniS made between alphanumeric and other
forms of information presentation(McCormick, 1970; Nawrocki, 1973).-'
AlphanuMeric'presentationa are those restricted to the,use of character
sets with a direct referentto linguistic information.- In addition,
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most human factors discussions of visual, fOrmation distinguish
several -form* of nonalphanumeric informati n, i.e., graphic info
(Colson, Freeman, Mathews, & Stettler, 197 ; Hitt, ,SchUtz6 Chris
Ray, & Coffey, 1961; Saul, 1954).- In gener I these distinction
into three clustera: 'special symbols with reaesignated-refeten
and charts indicating spatialrtemporal rela airships; and depict.
objects, or events via representations with v ying degrees OT fi.

A cluster ,derived by factor 4nal5fsis, baked on cognitiveab.
`pears as part ofGgilford's (1967) structure of intellect ;node'.
proposed a semantic, symbolic,: and figural categO4-ization scheme

. formation presentation. Hence, Guilford's Model Supports both a:
numeri-c.(semantic) and at least a dichotomour graphi.c (symbol an
910.stinction.

Based on the preceding discussion, the authors the :

c;iegOlrization,scrienie for visual presentations:

1. Alphanumerich-the.presentation of information via a set
chaiectei-s-with direct linguistic.referents, mutually a<

) upon by a langualge.communityk and

2. Graphics--nonalphanumeric information presentation,- to J

, .

a. Symbolit--character sets in whicli each character haE
:predesignated-, but'nonlinguisticeferentto.a spec
,object orb CondePti. .

4

b. Schematic -- two - dimensionalSchematic---two-dimeasional line'reprekentStions.of
orrtemporai and '

e Pictorial--repre entation of object or events, to
their relationsh ps, but witbtherepresentation ha
some degree of f'delity to the physical.characterist
these objects o events.

.

These definition's are suggested as an-initial step toward p i
a baseline for future research and minimizing problems in,semanti
mittedly there is room for refinement of these defimitions, and c
many visite; displays will combine features character istic of,more
one categoiyv Hbwever, the evidence cited previously suggests th
four-category scheme is ; reasonableCOMpromise between several a
tives. In any case, reseatch,would benefit from explicit definit
terms such as graphics and visuals.
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Research Framework.
*

Research on instructional graphics should ;take into account they
three major variables identified in this report: Task,*COntent,'-and
Individual bifferenOes... In terms of Task and Content,. anumber of
taxonomies exist, albeit on a descriptive level. A promising taxonomy
that combines features derived_ m previous efforts is'that of Merrill-
and Boutwell (1973).

Merrill'and BoUtwell deVelope0 a taxonomy which considers boththe
content and 'task (behavior) dimensions (Figure 2). It is likely that.,a
number of ambiguities in the area )of instructional graphics would be
clarified by adopting this,taXonomY.as a means for comparative analysis
of future research results.

. . .

The most promising approatlito determining theAnfluenc9rof indi- "
,vidualdifferences is the Aptitude by Treatment InteractionlATIYTdesign;
Those population characteristics which appear'to have potentiaL predic-
tive value Have been cscussed in the ATI.section of this review. .0theE
critical characteristics remain to be determined, and, experimentation
that correlates a number ofaptitude measures to.the dependent variables
will be necesSary.prior to true AEI experimentation.

FinallV,:he dependent Measures chosen should be as inclusive as
possible; The realism research indicates that' overall performance will
be difficult to interpret if visual and verbal,task components have not
been isolated. Moreover, rthe same research suggests teat delayed reten-
tion Measures may reddcb or eliminate effects obtained using'measures
Of immediate retention. A systematic. research Kp4Kam is underway with
,in -ARI, based on the framework described.
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Figure 2. Task by Content taxonomy
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